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Tariff administration is an important component in customs management 
practice and one of the important filiations in customs management research, even in 
public management research. In practice the General Administration of China 
Customs clearly advanced the construction of “Synthetic Tariff Governance” in late 
years, the tariff administration reform becomes the main motivity to promote 
customs management reform. The gradually growing operation quantity and the 
relatively limited administration resource is a contradiction focus in china tariff 
administration, it is a urgent choice to promote administration performance by the 
tariff administration institution change. In theory research field, tariff administration 
research drops behind both general tax administration research and other 
administration management research. To change the current situation of the tariff 
administration research, it is necessary to use research achievements from various of 
subjects sufficiently, so as to unceasingly broaden the visual angle and increase the 
depth of the tariff administration research. 
The paper chooses china tariff administration as the object of research, uses the 
research thoughts and methods of the New Institutional Economics (especially the 
Institutional Change Theory), looks china tariff administration reform as an 
institution change, and sets up an analysis frame of New Institutional Economics for 
tariff administration reform. As to the current tariff administration institution change, 
the starting point is the Institution Arrangement of Tariff Collection, the target is the 
Institution Arrangement of Tariff Governance. In detail the tariff administration 
institution change involves the institution environment, the supply and demand 
factors, the institution change process, and the institution change modes, etc. Among 
them, the institution environment is an important external variable, which affects the 
route and direction of the tariff administration institution change to a certain extent; 
the supply and demand factors are the basic inducement that caused the tariff 
administration institution change, the tariff administration will get institution 













administration institution change forms certain basic steps, the “path dependence” 
and the “time lag of change” are the phenomenon which should be attached 
importance to; the tariff administration institution change involves two phases, the 
mandatory change mode is used during the first phase and encounter “policy failure” 
inevitably, it is necessary to transform and optimize the change mode during the 
second phase. The Outside Tariff Governance is a new institution arrangement 
designed by the paper, also the target and direction of the tariff administration 
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